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Many-tudents=ave difficulties in solving 7-annthlews in science. They rose
trial and ecr=mettiods and hope this will t=Zd mcp- suffix tent routinc to
enahr.lm them is -pass the exam by sheer rec of sets f problems..
To change t!riss situation some teachers and.-ts in "975 started to
remafee two National first year courses; rectssamizzs in the Dr--
pars:went of Cblewical Technology, at Twente MaiwiRirit=v-of Tee:Inemlogy: Ids
on, remake or courses in Electromagnetism me, Nechawics slurs --tarted
this -urojerrc-wspecizEitally focussed our tte*1=1===cer fisgems-:procedurom
far Illienclevaaaiment.hd e_v_aluatiori of in=molokorc---orobametsolving
higher 111mciRch=_ part±cobarly in science-am emsismorcirm..
Is P11 comrses,mtndleTts should leer./ ilIWWICIIMC==cclakeer.----sasizcing,
which reapii.FOS bath a 1 knowledge ham azoki &zathreeigic ilminstriedsce
base (ClmolFir laiier to improve itlftZweemeirt_isE inStMEG--
1-4,1,1nal diteetivir sc dewela--ed a system of hebal--±ar-stwiemrts an &mar
imastritcimmweL. pi to telec this problem .01.N. releirmf-m co_
Ia our-mesealsch-wc itearew- between psycho1 051-=-1,-: 4:mccemoxywar.
(thinkisg ahmeda...-^*' 1 al-4..N11._leariiing and tzstitictieeeenimimeamts) rem&
research on Atliehoe sif.talt&Lon in the eon = -41,0-
areas of d nark . loszcribed rece:re:17 (Larkin, 1981f".-

The main dzaseft Ire 44-sart can be spat 2g =ree parts.:
Whfr: m3=meili n*etholailibould be -leastewit exa promote the

effectiveaemw af the -Woh3a0=z2I-ving proct
-2. How shrunIL wtufast2t.s -*.z.:2ids? Which
instructional procedures ami=mErterials shor-Lt. Ase au:plied w get an
optimal s ifeziacalss?
3. How show t v =emits of the experimental =a=se be evaluated? mat
kind of 'ItweL..1d be applied on what ks.!_nE ce data for judgingcri
worth of the =me 5:12uc'zional programme?

of -etweim weed 4 s represented in ox= pro-vert-.Jend produced as.
.termediac met ---_in the aevelopment and e-atriatzion of the
experimer course.-
'32e produce :off *base 1 were firstly the prim es of instruct4 wee1
:Learning be ima course development (Chang '11, and secoz=qr

ogratme. of Pn=tirais and Methods (PAM) for soIschg 'problems in
"Mermodvaanics tint developed on the basis tEE Wiese instructimaa.

inciples and which a system of heuristic s derived (Chastc..2).
e instruction 13l,.: consisting of the instrceal procedures,.

materials andeactialm% activities is st-rninn-ri veil chapter 3. Chatte---:41.
reviews the Eva-I:satin= the data on the procesaend the results
teaching and 1AFENE..irm-
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1. PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING-

Mefore developing the new course we looked for sudrahae theory
instructional learning. In our opinion such a ltleorzsborld cone
dmmectives which reLete instruction== objects top:Zest:ring processes,
aid also leerningItormsses to in..-*Tuctional ose..
'Zoe instructionaldtjertives of the "'"7termodynamics concise involim, als

Toned before, in solvim0 ,Otoblems found rather difficr
ramstudents. Because this, 40170t-4 small=aber of theories of
learning were relvaactr among whirh rose of 1.76xsubel (1965), Gagne (1977)
andLGarperin (Talyzira, 1973). In "!:: orojert we eventually chose
Gallperin's theory of imstructiOnaL leamminmolemented with
pontributions of Taaythma (1973) a=ei Tama (19753.
Ca=7-main reasons for choosing this ttkomas7 are L.

.a...aal'perin's theory is the only cane 14metrmotitynal in
that Galsperin gives a defiU===m mar opttnal learning.mesdat:and.

noescribes the microbehaviour dPs of bot.&. the teiltiMer andttne

student;
4- The -learning result is consistettt.1-73.1ed :Ufa t* of (_`me** '7
onemetXmos or actions. Acquisition of know3sdoi, requites the formatdom of
arieguate systems of actions, that spectfywkw.:_a student Should do
QF problems properly, in terms of p=4--j..cra=-algorithras and

hermistics.

1.1- Galyperin's theory of Stage by stane 1:tyttsi of asecittalciolos

i1 --r to the theory of Gar:met-In (7.=anntnie. 10973 there axe foe

ChatraCteEriStiCS or parameters in the remennsmate of =action:
1. Form. An action can.be executed by:

at- Manipulating actual objects tmaterialdorm' or onettlr menipulatint
mspmesentations such as symbols CmateriA1-4-740 farm)...

As examoleof an action in mate---i-al farmrs.===mmtingr with the belpflat an
atacus, arcexample of an action inma.ter..t2ECsaa form Is coating
memipuIating figures on paper.

Stating in words or formulae-ing how the is executed (vether.
ftrm). e

..7.Speaking silently or thinking withont Wig. The action is meted
err performing mental operations (mental faun.).

General-i-zation. An action can be directed. to one o! more different

Meets of) objects.
M.-Completeness of action links. An action mse erommted in its frEl
ammoemsiom.(all action links are carried outrecavesesly) or in a mmme
Tathhteviated form (certain links are carried -out at the oeemLtime) .

4- Mastery. The execution of an action can be -nor: or less well_mastered
and as a consequence the rate of performance may bee=i4P sr low-

.

-Lemming is the acquisition of new (mental) actions, -mad cL.s-tractional

warning is a process of planned progressive thmsernaLAzatMon,ofaexternal
actions. This transformation in the form of the aclmmstisacconinanied by
ages in the other three parameters. The perflammenneoe-the action
resembles more and more that ofan expert i.e.Imonmesasome transferable,
Abareviated and automatized. According to thislthesmnrcd learning the .

strident has to .exercise. in a st;sgel!by stage pm:mat:

7m:the beginning of this procedure the student shomEd per5orm.a complete
sect-on in material or materialized form. By observing the completely.
excermalized performance both student and teacher car deeent incorrect or
incomplete actions and, administer feedback. Also tiler get knowledge .of



the zesdIts on the 'other parameters of-the-performance. This knowledge
bias =5 be used to achieve that the performance becoies more transferable,
a3abriellated and auonmatized.

ligkenl.rdierartiomisnmestered in material or materialized form the teacher
alIr=s the student to exercise at the next form and so on, until the

sandemt reaches mastery in the mental form.
GarpeuMn7ooints cot, that before starting this stage by stage exercising
mf newart±onS, the student must have an orienting basis to be able to
pert= the action aor the first time. He must have information to
orientate himself coat what to ab in what circumstances. This orienting
basis should be comolete i.e. contain all information necessary for a
pomfect performAn- such as the goal of the action, the composition of
aal action links, the conditions in which the action can and cannot be
netfommed. The best orienting basis is both complete and presented to the
student in a generalized form i.e. a fprm that covers a whole class of
taoblems. The quality of the orienting' basis is emphasized in this
theory, because. it outlines the conditions which are objectively
necessary for the student to perform the action successfully i.e. to
solve the relevant problems.

1.2. Emphasis on systems of-actions and knowledge

We want to emphasize the importance of systems of actions. By thinking
aloud techn4.:kaes and in depth analysis of mistakes made in exams (Mettes
and Pilot, 198.0), we analysed difficulties students have and discovered
atzong deficiencies in the coherenCe of the factual and procedural
knowledge of cur students.
In his research on problem solving Landa (1975) pays much attention
to forming systems of actions. One way to form such a systeal is the so
called "througf" systematization of knowledge.
"Through" systematization of knowledge means combining in a single system
all knowledge melevant for problem solving that is contained in separate
sections of a book, a course etc. In this way the subject matter should
be reorganized-in an operational form.

Talyzina (1973) develOped on the basis of Gal'perin's theory a procedure
for the development of instruction. In this procedure systems of actions,
subprograraraes in her terminology, occupy an Important place. These

subprogrammes are:
1. The bulk of knowledge in a particlar subject matter.
2. The rational actions and methods of thinking aderinate to learning to
apply this knowledge. This sUbprogramme is called a Programme of Actions
and Methods. It is divided in two parts:

a. actions and methods constituting specific types of
thinking (specific for thiS subject matter) and

b. logical actions'and methods of thinking (not dependent
on a concrete subject).

Summarizing: because we are dealing with heuristic problem solving
the orienting basis cannot be complete, but should be as complete and
generally applicable as possible. Such an orienting basis consists of :
a. subject matter (knowledge) in operational form, and
b. heuristics and general methods of thinking , which should be derived
from a Programme of Actions and Methods (PAM).



2. THE DEVEI.OPMENT OF A PROGRAMME OF ACTIONS AND METHODS

The. teachers in the course in Thermodynamics and other specialists in

this field could not give us an adequate description of problem solving

in this subject matter. The literature on Thermodynamics does not contain

any adequate system of heuristics. The situation for most subject matter

at this moment may, in our opinion, well be similar: Our first attempt at

producing a PAM for TherModynamics was based on the well known widely

used set of heuristics Polya (1957) developed for problem solves; in
mathematiCs. Unfortunately Polya's heuristics for the analysis-17f

problems were'too incomplete or gave hintsiem the wrong directicr- For

the transformation of the problem no adequate heuristics were firand and

reasoning by analogy is not sUccessfulin this type of problems (Mettes

and Pilot, 1980).

So -we decided to do some research on a descriptive model of prablem

solving behaviour. The problems in our Courses are called specification

problems (Mates and Pilot, 1980). In typical problems of this type of

well-specified problems a situation: certain relations, variables,

-magnitudes etc. are given, the problem is to find or calculate etc. one

or, more unknowns, other relations, variables, magnitudes and such -like.

If the unkcownis found the situation is more specified. This type of

problems i ery frequently used in science-and technology curricula.

We carried act experiments in which studerti-s as well_ ?s teachers tried to

solve problems relevant for the course objeCtives. They were requested, to

think aloud, and protocols of their problem solving behaviour were

recorded and transcribed. These protocols were interpreted in terms of a

:model derived from theories on problem solving of Duncker (1945), De

Groot (1965), Newell and Simon (1572), in an iterative process (for

details see Mettes and Pilot, 1980). The result of this process was a

model (called Transformation to Standard Problem, TSP model). Although we

derived this model from studying Thermodynamics protocols, it can be used

to describe problem solving behaviour in more subject matter areas in

science and technology, with few or no. adaptions. Recently the TSP model

was used. successfully- to describe protocols of problem solving in

EleCtromagnetism (Van Weeren et al., 1980).
-In the following phase we tried to develop from this descriptive model a

prescriptive one: a Programme of Actions and Methods to 7e used in the

training of problem solving in Thermodynamics.

When designing this PAM, from the TSP model we looked for actions and

methods to ensure a systematic and effective problem solving process,
irrespective of whether these actions and methods were -found in the

protocols or not. We used a number of indications and criteria for

desirable actions and methods, such as:

- indications from the protocols, e.g. differences in problem solving

behaviour. between students and teacherS,

- indications from the literature on special heuristics (Marples, 1974),

- indications from the literature on research on PAM's for other subject
matter (Talyzina, .1973'; Dubovskaja, 1967; ObuchoWa, 1968),

- research on frequently made mistakes and difficulties in exercises and

exams in this course.



The programme has four principal=miumeem

Phase 1: Reading the problem thornmoday; ewe1yQ4q
of the data andunkTRadrc byismicelalciimsmbeme.

_Phase 2: Establishing.whether d prob-

lem, i.e.-a probAfte that: =a he-swc--- by mere
routine operation-er;if-mOt....:-

Looking for relatIMIms-herumen amd.t-;e un-

known that can he of-g. .7.=thm =o9IsformatiOn of
the probleM to aAirazmiamme=m3abilemn eversion of
the problem to a 3..cfrediard=resc.

Phase 3: Execution of routter-7omerathons.

Phase 4: Checking the arsme= .arrte:opreP-c.oft±'em results.

Phase 1 will be presented icrammtBMItara :Teme-.for7.-other phases
see Mettes et al., 19813b). Werfirst neottmm :-.s_-pzEtpose and then
list a number ofdesirepract5ams. Jam only li4=the...actions that can
he expresSed in general temmi...1FordMitiferegoA, different
specifications of the actions,Eanammeeded.

.

An example of a problemim TtermcidwmagiCs thmtzbas been worked out .
according to the PAM (spec :B.5yd for 111041mmethmamics) is given in

figure 1 (see also par. 3.2)--

Phase 1 : Analysis of the prabaem
Purpose : Getting an overall pdctrre, of the Mata and the

unknown. The problem-solver should first under-
stand the prokoemmwell bemire he smarts solving it.

Deired actions:
1.1,. Reading the problem xEmeffiilly by putting a slant

line - after every dates.
1.2. Transformation of the5mext of use problem` into a

scheme, using paperer 7:email to develcmran image of
the problem situationsto amen a t-hiom-iget-ic survey of

the data and uiiknow.m-

All data should be im the scheme, in correct
symbols and units.
In some cases, plotiskeetching a graph; this may
help to get a betterraiesiofie problem situation.

1.3. Writing down the =know-. -if-mossible in syMbols.
1:4. Estimation of the an :mrobable sign, magnitude, dimension,

special cases. An est±mLaion'acilitates checking.the answer
later on.

The Programme as suchconbeiformation that was not suitable
to be presented to 'the students -. So, the next step was the
transformation of this Programme .anto a s..ItLem of heuristics that
students can use to orienta4==- themselves in problem solving:. (The
teachers can.use it also when gives feedback t. Ltudents). A survey
of this system is condensed to one page, usually referred to as-the
SAP chart for Th=rmodynamics, where SAP means. Systematic Approach to
Problem solving (figure 2).

6



Figure I: An "eXanri* Of a problem in Thermodynamics
(TC2) , worked out axording to the PAM.

'-An isolated tank, ormxtaining 1 mole of ni.-ogert at 100°C and 5 at
is connected with &.-.similar tank with 2 mcrlfx% of carbondloacide at
100 °C and 10 at. lite? oases in the two tanks nrb- =1:: adiab Willy
and complete: and carbondioxide can considered be

ideal gases in tint circumstances. What is change spy
in this process R 6.' _ .':_mol-1

Works:wet for dee systemata: approac-- pmblema: PLAX
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Scheme of theMethed of SystematibApedh'

to Problem Solving (SAP- chart)

(seealso page 8)..

Lasatheipmoblem carefully I

6.Execete routine operations,

hive computation and answer

well-ordered .

9.Check answer against'esti-

zation of the unknown

a. sign

b. magnitude

c. dimension

,All "problems solved?

'Yes

4.Write down possibly useful key relations

+ conditions for xalidity, by looking

from the unknown and/or data, at

a.charts with key relations (equations

of state, process equations)

b.charts with non - thereto relations

relations which. follow directly from

data

S.Check relations for their, validity in

this problem situation

no:

a. fill,in answer in

the scheme

b. see whether same pro-

cedars is again appli-

4.

10.Check whether you made mistakes

on the

1.estimation

b.setting'up the scheme

c.writing down keyrelations

d.copersiOn to standard 'problem

e.executing routine operations

Correct, then proceed to 9

6.Conversion to standard problem

a. Write downt!.e =known using the right symbols

b. Write down a valid key relation. in which the unkpown occurs

(fromlist at 4)

c. Replace general quantrbiei by specific quantities in this .

relation

d. Check which spectficceantities are still unknown

e. Write them down as nesrunknowns

f. When all specific quaetities are known, subStitute them by

numerical values and dimensions

7.If not soluble:

a. Check whether there am still key relations lacki/g, Or

b. introduce alternate processes: 6%

c. separate variables, or

d. make'ass..tions in carsectica ;La, validity

. O

le:

a. Check whether there am still key relations lacki/g, Or

b. introduce alternate processes: 6%

c. separate variables, or

d. make'ass..tions in carsectica ;La, validity

. O

6.Conversion to standard problem

a. Write downt!.e =known using the right symbols

b. Write down a valid key relation. in which the unkpown occurs

(fromlist at 4)

c. Replace general quantrbiei by specific quantities in this .

relation

d. Check which spectficceantities are still unknown

e. Write them down as nesrunknowns

f. When all specific quaetities are known, subStitute them by

numerical values and dimensions



a. Write down the unknown
using the right symbols

e., Write these
_down as
unknowns

one or

Figure 2b:
Diagram of 'strategy: transformation; using thettriknown as starting point.

(see also page 7)

tore
unknowns

b. Write down a,valle
relation in which the
unknown is niesent

- 9

if not

soluble

c, Replace general
quantities inthis
relation by specific
quantities (e.g. Pi,TA)

1"11

d.
Chedk which

specific, quantities
:'are still

Unknown
CO

no more
unknowns.

f. For all specific known
quantities, substitute
values and units

result: standard problem

g. Check whether
. theie are still
relations lacking

or
h. Make assumptions

about validity

10_
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The content of the heuristics is essentially. similar to the PAM, but
there may be considerable functional differences in form and wording,
of the actions and methods. The SAP chart was drawn up by the

following ririwiples
1. Only those-heuristics were included that refer to actions unknown
to,he students and are strictly necessary for solving the most
important problems.
2. The heuristics had to be worded in such a way that the students
could readily understand them.
3. The text had to be as complete as possible, to enable the
students to perform a complete action in thaterialized form.
4. The heuristics had to be worded in Such a way as to insure the
appropriateness throughout the course, even if the subject matter
varies. From this general wording, more specific applications -
related to specific subject matter - had to bedpducible.

ZS. The imperative mood had to be used to Show clearly that the
heuristics are directions for desired actions.

The first design of the SAP chart was checked and corrected in small,
scale experiments with students. On the basis of these experiments a
more definitive version'of the SAP chart - and consequently of the
PAM'from which it was deduced - was designed and 'used in two
experimental courses. Based on the evaluation data of thesecouiseS
the definitive version of both this PAM and the-chart was

developed.

A general procedure for the construction of a PAM consists of ten
steps that are Summarizedin figure 3. Until now we have the
impression that the validity of this proCedure is limited byftwo
conditions:
1, The problem solving co be learned must concern specification
problems
2. For solving these problems it is among others necessary to use as
transformations a limited set of quantitative relations.
Within these limitations the procedure can be used generally because
of the great analogy&Setween specifications problems in
Thermodynamlcs and other science subject matter areas. Empirical
evidence has been shown by Van Weeret, et al. (1980) and Krawers et

al. (1980 ,1981).

*

11
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ource of
information:

a generalized
PAM,

a PAM for-
related

subjects,

iteratur

Collect' a representative set of problems'
in accordance with the course,objectives.

r2. Make up a list of key relations.'.

. Make explicit for each key - relation:
a..the.Conditions for its
b. the conditiOns for its usefulness,
c. the charadteristic difficulties in the
-,-transforr-ation of the problem.

. Using the result otiOw design the actions
to be executed in the analysis of the
problems.

. Design actions for the evaluation of the ,
solution.

. Check'if transformations specific for the
subject matter are necessary e.g. making
assumptions. If so, design the actions and
meth r:7:41 to be executed.

:ototype of the PAM by integrating
of the foregoing steps. Check

the of the programme:

8. T- e- st the programme on relevant criteria
by using it in problem solving. If possi-
ble improve the programme by repeating
'step two 4o eight.

9. Test the programme in a pilot study or in
an experimental course by transformation
of this PAM into a system of heuristics
for the students. Again, improve the pro-
gramme, if possible.

AL_
0. Describe the'lPAM to be used-in 'normal

instruction.

FigUre 3 :

Summary of the ten .steps-for the construction of a PAM.



3. THE' CONSTRUCTION OF A! INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN

3.1. Instructional functions.

In our opinion learning theories should bridge the gap between objectives

and procedures. We therefore restated the phases of the learning process

in terms of instructional functions. In analogy with the concept

'function' used in engineering design instructional functions are defined

as general operations or. actions that have to be performed in instruction

to realize, the necessary phases of the learning process. Figure 4-gives a

survey of the phases of the learning process in accordance with the

theory of Gal'perin, the instructional functions derived from them, and

the instructional procedures and materials for the realization of each

function. Details of the-phases of the learning process were described in

Chapter 1. Here we only describe how they were utilized to. develop an

inStitiafitTnal plan.
The best way to realize an instructional function dOes very much depend

on the specifics and context of the course. We think that achieving

realization of) a function is more important than the specific way it is

realized. Silica the experience of the teachers is .very important for

the 'realization of functions, we selected procedures that differed as

little as possible from the procedures teachers were used to in our

university.
The instructional plan was constructed. by matching procedures and

materials with instructional functions and integrating them into a

consistent programme. One condition was made beforehand: once devised,
the:experimental course should not take more time from the teachers and

students than the existing course...
Before the course started, we. organized some training sessions for the

three teachers to get used to-the new procedures'and materials. During

the course, we observed all lectures and small group activities to gather

data for the_evaluation -of the instructional'process. If there. were

discrepancies between the planned and the. actual procedures the observer

.consblied the teacher about the causes for this, Immediately after the

.session. Deviations from the-plan that endangered the. rrealization of'a

fUnCtion-were as far ai.,possible,remediedand steps taken to prevent

their re=occurence.: .

We: will now:diecuss the most characterf tic elements of the experimental

inettudtiam. SkP.chart, SAP worksheet, 7.ey Relationei and tests: .

, .

SAP chart and SAP worksheet

The Systematic Approach :to Problem sOlifing.is presented to the students

in several wAys.'The most .important explanation is done by the SAP chart.

'On this chart a surveY7of all heuris:tics is condensed to one .page (figure

'2),. In the lectures,. these heuristics are illustrated by problems used as

exampleS. The teacher Useshe'heuristics regularly when explaining

concepts and- laws inthe lectures.
In the .classes after the lectUres,.the students exercise by solving

Problems in accordance with the heuristics as far as possible. In the

first phases of the learning process they exercise performing the new

actions and methods with completeness of all action links on paper. The

paper is a-speCial worksheet with a lay-out reflecting SAP. The .

heuristics are represented on this sheet by catchwords. Figure,1 shows
- _

such a worksheet, with a worked problem-on it

13



Instructional

urea

and means

-Phases of_the learning process

1. Learning the conditions of the
program of actions and methods.

Functions of the instruction

Orientation

1. Presentation of the essential
elements of knowledge and
actions specific for this
subject

2. Making these elements of
knowledge-and-actions
operational

3. Giving a system of heuristics
for problem solving

4. Realizing the conntction with
the entering behavior

5. Giving the student insight in
the objectives of instruction

2. Learning toperform the Stage by stage exercising
program of actions and
methods. 6. Exercising the actions and

methods of problem solving
(PAM)

1 7. Giving feedback during
exercises

3.'Getting knowledge of the Testing PAM
.. learning results. .

8. Checking what learning outcome
is reached and establishing
whether this satisfies the
standard

4. Improving the execution Feedback after .a test
of PAM.

9. If it is below standard:
eliminating the cause of the
mistakes

67 group of 20 students

N. b..
0.

V =
III

O I:
,52 2

c es r. ,. tO

2 2 .c =. ... C c,._.
.e. --4

vi 8.,.. .... ca. 3

3 .

C -c)
1,

o .21
Zit

.1C
C

In CO
1J

5- 6 7 8 9

Figure 4: Survey of relations between phases of the SAP = systematic approach to problem
learning process, instructional functions, solving .

and the instructional procedures ida means '1". . KR. = key relation
used in the Thermodynamic courses .

0 means: this procedure or means should give a main
.contribution to realization of this function.



The students in a class work individually or in small subgroups of 2
or 3. students. The teacher makes his rounds, checks their work, gives
directions and explanation in accordance with the proceduil stage by
stage exercising (see par.1.1). This means e.g. that he avoids showing
the students how to do the problem, because the students have to get
exercise in doing the problems by themselves. Only as.a last resort

should he actually solve a problem for a student. In general students can
work reasoribly well on their own, because they are guided by the

heuristics.
The use of the worksheeiS allows the teacher to closely observe the work
of ea h student. Consequently, the teacher is able to give precise
feedba k at an early phase. Besides correcting mistakes, the teacher also
co s on the learning process of the students, e.g. when a part ofthe
syst tic approach is abbreviated too early in the stage by stage
exercising (see par.1.1).
As the course proceeds, students execute parts of SAP faster and more
automatically. This is infect theintention, but every time new subject
matter is introduced, the pace is slowed down in order to enable new
'elements to be carefully integrated: e.g. other aspects in the analysis
and new Key Relations.

3:3. Key Relations
The core of the-problem solving process is phase 2 of the Programme of
Actions and Methods:linking up unknown and data, using relationships
between quantities. These relationships in science and technology usually
result from laws, formulas, diagrams etc.SuCh quantitative relationships
are referred to as 'relations'..An important part of all instructionis
the derivation, and explanation of such relations. In order to beable to
use these relations in solving problems, thestudent must have at his
disposal a structured survey of the most important relations.
To be more exact: he must select and hold at his disposal the relations
that areparticularly Suitable as starting point in solving problems...
These relations are called Key Relations. The nuMber of. Key Relations has
to be kept as smell as possible, becance then it is easier to remember
the relations and the conditions for their validity (Mettes et aI.,1981)
Key Relations-must be formulated in a way to insure their usefulness in
the transformation of the problem.
The Key Relations fora topic, and the conditions for their validity, are
written out on KR charts. An example of a KR chart, is given in.figure 5:.

Afters few leCtures on a given topic the students are asked to design a
KR chart for:that topic. Before they start working on prOblems in the
class, the teacher discusses these designs. He then ha.ads:.out his own KR
chart and, if necessary, comments on differences between the two..
Students use the KR charts continuously during the problem solving ,
exercise and the teacher refers to these charts regularly when giving
feedback. In this way, the students survey the core of the subject
Matter,use this.survey to begin to master it. They also learn to 'obtain
an important study skill.

3.4. Tests
During the course students do problems under examination conditions, i.e.
without the help of the teacher, another student or study materials and
under pressure of time (about 30 minutes). The teacher checks the work
and writes comments concerning both the way the problem has been solved
and, if necessary, mistakes that have been made. In the classmeeting
after the test, these remarks are briefly discussed, if necessary. Then,
under close supervision, the students who have shown insufficient mastery
of the preceding subject matter to be able to grasp the next topic are
assigned additional exercises relating to that subject. In the meantime

15



Figure_ 5_:_
_
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the other students work almost independently on problems-4m the next

topic. With this 'test.-feedback system, we try to chedk and improve

masterv-of a subject before proceeding to the next one. The tests are

taken SAP.worksheets and are not graded.

For the construction of an instructional plan also a general procedure

was developed. This procedure is based on the results of the courses in

Thermodynamics (Mettes et al.,1980a). Evidence of the usefulness of thin:.

procedure has been shown in course development on Elor!tromac,Inctiam (Van

Weeren et al.,1980) and more recently on :deecant,cs. Our research and de-

velopment is now directed to test the effectivity of this procedure for a

quite different type of course: problem solving in political

administration.

4.. SUMMATIVE EVALUATION.'

This chapter summarizes the results of the experimental course The most

Important criteria for judging the worth of the instructional plan were:

1. The feasibility of the instructional plan: was it possible in the

egperimental course to teach-according to this plan (the feasibility

criterion).
2. The functionality of the instructional plan: was it possible in the

experimental course to fulfill sufficiently the instructional functions

(the funOtionality criterion).
3. In judging the success of the experimental course we hoped above all

that the teachers and students would prefer to teach -and learn in the way

that is recommended in the instructional plan (satisfaction criterion).

: In assessing the quality of the PAM and the heuristics on the SAP chart

the following Six-criteria are used:

1. the extent to which it contains all all ner-essariaction links and

conditions;
2. the appropriateness for all relevant problems of the course;-

3. the fitness for promoting the abbreviation-end automatization of:the

performance of the actions;

'4. the comprehensibility of the heuristics, ..

5. the Suitability of the-Assign:of the charts,

6. the acceptance.by, teachers and students.

Our criterion variables for judging the' 'results of the :anrse were:

1.-the learning outcomes of the students, .

2. the time teachers and students spent on the-course,

'3. the-satisfaction of teachers-and students..

The original course ran fox two years (1975-and 1976) withoot=modificati-

on and was replaced by the new course in 1977 - 1979. 'We took-the first

two years as our 'control'groups of students. So the sunmlative,-evaluation

involved two control groups (1975, 1976) and three experiommtaigzoups

(1977,1978, 1979).
The lectures and classes of all courses were observed to gather data for

the evaluation of the instructional process, except for theLlast

experimental'course in 1979. Because of this the results of this last

course are considered to be representative for the results -of a course_ in

'normal' "circumstances. The control courses were observed intensively to

gather data for the construction of the experimental instructional plan

and also to minimize differences which would, arise from observing just

the experimental group. Other methodological aspects were described

elsewhere (Mettes and Pilot,. 1980).
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4.1. Summative evaluation of the PAM
In the formative evaluation the general conclusion was that the PAMend
the heuristics derived from it were usefull instructionaLmeans. Only
minor changes were proposed (Mettes and Pilot, 19,J0a). The dAta in the
summative evaluation (including thinking aloud techniques after the
experimental course ink.1979) showed that these changes were improvements.
indeed. These data also indicated that still more explicitness on the SAP
chart might be relevant on-some minor points:
. the relation between analysis of the problem and the action of
replacing general by specific quantities in the Key Relations;

"hidden" Key Relations. Hidden 106), Relations are general relations
students know very well but do not think of in solving a problem; e.g.
the relation: the sum of all fractions is one.
We concluded that the PAMand SAP chart meet the criteria of quality.

4-.27-SummatIve-evaluation_of_the_instructiOnal plan
In the first try-out of the experimental course, there were some
deviations from the planned process so that both the fanctionality and
the feasibility of the instructional plan needed improvement. The
feasibility of the plan had to be improved by training the teachers in
superVising g'

by
exercising. To reach easier adaptation of the exercising

procedure by the students PAM and the instructional plan were implemented
in the Introductory Course in Thermodynamics in the first trimester of.
the first year. We were convinced students then would more easily accept
and, use the PAM and the exercising procedure because in this way the
introduction. of PAM and exercising procedure was integrated'in the
introduction of the subject matter.
As a consequence ofthiS_the students had no possibility to develop a
(less sultable),way.of problem solving, before the Thermodynamics course
started.
The changes suggested in,the formative evaluation (Mettes.et al., 1980a)
Appeared to.be.improvements. Especially the implementation of the .

experimental instruction into. the firsttrimester was successfull and
gave more time td'exerci.se. problem' solving in the ThermodynaMics course
in the third trimester. All. instructional. and materialS were
carried out. respectively handled sufficiently conform the instructional
plan. As a consequence of this all 'flinctiOns were sufficiently realized.
It appeared however that the extent of the subject matter to be mastered
limited the time available for exercising in-the.materialized form. Also.
the teachershad hardly,enough'time for diagnosing the. mistakes made by,
the students. ,

From the data of the summativeevaluation we concluded that the
instructional plan 'met the criteria of feasibility and fUnctionality.

4.3. 'Summative evaluation of the results

Exam scores
Tabel I shows the mean exam scores and the percentage sufficient markS of
the experimental and control coursesThe scores in_the courses 1976,
1977 and 1979 are equated by theeqUipercenttle conversion (AngOff 1971,
page 564). The level of difficUlty of the other examinations.are'not
comparable because they may vary in difficulty:

The percentagessuffickint Marks_of theexperimehtal courses in 1977 and
1979 meet our standard'of'70-7those of the control course in 1976 do
not.

Because the entrance guilificatilt*:4of.the students in the courses
differed to some extent, we used ANCOVA (analysis of' covariance) to



control courses experimental courses

1975. 1976 1977 1978 1979

mean 5.8 5.7 6.9 6.1 7.3

sd 1.6 1.9 1.7 1.9 1.8

19 43 32 52 51

s.m. 54 61. 85. 69 79

22 49 33 52 53

Tabel
Mean exam scores, standard deviations, numbers of students and
percentages sufficient marks.

'attest a treatment or course effect. The covariates in this analysis were
the scores for the high school examinations in mathemitics,..physics and
chemistry, whichIn The Netherlands are controlled by a central-
examination board. The.. ssuMptions involved in analysis of covariance:.
homogeneity of variance, normality of. distribution and homogeneity. of
regression were met (Mettes and Pilot 1980).
The course effect is significant, but. much more variance' is:
explained by the "sum of the covariates. The variance explained by
'course effect and covariates together is less than the error

variance (Mettes et

Scores on the problem solving- procest

.

The-problem solving.processof the students. is- -an importalit criterion in
examining the learning outcomes. The exam consisted of 13 Problems . All
mistakes students made were plaCed in categories that are'sUMmarized 'in
table II. In.this paper we only look at the scores of two courses (1976
and 1979). Half of the group of studentd in:1979 got tbe same
examination as the students'in 1976.to WecOnsider identical sets of
problems. Details ofthe scoring system, reliability etc. were desCribed
in. the final report. of the project (Mettes and Pilot, 1980).
Pram this it:appeared that the percentage of.students that did not
even. solve a,: problem in part (i.e. did not write down anything). dropped
from 18% in. 1976 to 5 % in the experimental course in 1-979. ( chi square =

.-
29.7; s=:001 two.tailed).

-Because the problem solving procest contains several successive phases,
one can mark up to a certain phase.'As can be'seen in table II scores are
given up to: -

. selection of relations,

. transformation to standard problem; and

. routine operations...
We had, the intention also to mark the:analysis of the problem but
could not do this because most,students.wrote down in the ixaMixtation

1 too-small apart of their actions in the analysis. In tabel II only the
first mistake a student made in each of.the '13 problems is included,
because. mistakes tend to cause further mistaket.



:ASV-

fractImr_of processes
executes without
mistaloe up to indicated

phase

_distribution of the
mistakes, in each phase
in percentages of
mistakes in that phase

Phases of the problem control experimental control experimental

solving process,
and categories of

course
1976

course
1979 A

course
1976

course
1979

mistakes n = 42 n = 26 n = 42 n = 26

1. analysis

2. selection of relations .64 .78

a-relation not valid
b. relation formulated

incorrect
c.relation.derived in-
correct from data

3. transformation to
standard problem
a.wrong specification
b.wrong substitution
c.wrong alternative
process. .

d-mistake in separating
variables

d- routine operations
a.wrong calculation
b.wrong differentiation

or integration ,

c-mistake in units

12

22

4

63 ...,

19

29

11

40
1

,-

.49 .65

67
33'

0

0 0

.39 .59
78.

-3 :

3 17.

Tabel II: Mistakes in exams Of two courses id Thermodynamics (control

course, 1976 and experimental course, 1979). Only the first-mistake.

a student made iii each of the 13 problems of the-e=mris included.

In this table the fractionts shicscr-of paciblemmeoasdxg. processes that

were executed without any mistake:dal-one of-thtee phases. In the
experimental course 59% of all problems are salviElArithout any mistake at

all. We consider-this a very good=esult for the course on
Thermodynamics, because students,-as we semi: domed before, found it one of

the most difficult courses... in the first year.
To assess-the eft's-et of the mean scores of-thexperiniental course up to

each phase are. the.finallsolution, agadal.ANC°70:mas Ased with the same

cocariates'as above.
l'xxctpartson. wi±t<therresults in the exam scores, the course effect

expdadms much momm:variance. The amount of explained variance 'remains
Jesso.ban-the ersoc&vaxiance..(Mettes and Pilot, 1980).

'Pm:HIP-II also shomr-thetribution of the mistakes-in each phase, gtven

in percentages of!!'thes7total numbeiof mistakes in that particular phase.

The difference is category 2d (:'One"ar more relations lacking)-is

significantly,less .(olds-equare=7.55:i s=:02twotailed). The other

differences are =elatizawely small, which indicates that ell clvzegories of

:mistakes have becomeaess in an even.rate.' In the 'Introductory

Course'. about. the same-results were found (Mettes and Pilot, 1980).
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4.4. Time spent on the course and satisfaction
The students voluntarily wrote down each day the time. spent on the

course on computer cards. Only the mean tiJe the students spent in

the first experimental course in 1977 exceeds the nominal time.. This

difference is however far too small to be of any significance. The
mean time in the experimental and control courses also does not

diff-,:z significantly.
f.

Both students and teachers were satisfied with the lectures, classes
and new instructional materials (charts and worksheet). In the
questionnaire after the.course 85% of the students answered that the
exiierimantal:treatment -should be introduced by teaches of similar

courses.

4.5. Conclusion

The,exarliTiRtion scores of two experimental courses came up to the
absolute standard of.70 to 75%' sufficient marks, in one course this norm

was almostr_Met.
The ,meansofthe exam scores. of the experimental courses were
significarrtly-higher-than_those of the control. courses. Scores' on the

_

problem-sOlving proCess showed also siirr'Ptdantly-bettem=esults. There is
no indication that students spent more time in the experimental courses._.,

Both teachers and students prefer with the experimental 'treatment.

The results 5f-the-evaluation_of_the_exiierimental coarse 'Introduction in
ThermodynamicS' in the first trimester are the-same7Jor-even better._ We
will' not describe those,results here (see Mettes-and_-_.:Pilot 198p).

25i'ccg to th-d-driteria-for-the_eyaluation we conclude that the

'experimental treatment is superior ttlotr7-izreatmerkt4---
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